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1962-63 CONGRESSIONAL FELLOWSHIPS
The deadline for submitting applications for the 1962-63 Congressional

Fellowship Program is December 1, 1961. Applicants must be between the
ages of 23 and 35.

Qualifications:

• For Political Scientists —Completion or near completion of Ph.D. in political
science. Preference will be given to persons who are
teaching or who intend to teach.

• For Journalists —Bachelor's degree and at least one year of professional
experience in newspaper, magazine, radio or television
work. Graduate students who intend to enter journal-
ism also will be considered.

• For Law School Faculty—LL.B. degree and at least one year's teaching experi-
Members ence in an accredited law school.

Further information and application blanks may be obtained from:

The American Political Science Association
1726 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

Washington 6, D.C.

APSA GROUP
TERM INSURANCE

On November 1, 1961, the program of Group Term Insurance spon-
sored by the Association will begin its second year. During the first year,
more than 600 members of the Association joined the Program for a total
of well over five million dollars worth of insurance in force.

In view of the unusually good actuarial experience of the Association,
the John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company has agreed to modify
the medical provisions for members of the Association who failed to take
out the insurance at the inception of the Program. Members can now
apply by merely filling out a short yes-or-no questionnaire supplied by the
Company. New members, of course, can still join the program by merely
filling out an application blank.

For additional information, members should write directly to the Asso-
ciation, 1726 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington 6, D.C.

Please mention THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW when writing to advertisers
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in
ZJne past year in review —

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT ANNUAL: 1961-1962
Edited by IVAN HINDERAKEB, Univ. of California at Los Angeles
The most recent of a remarkable series, covering: (1) Political Ideas
and Attitudes in the Current Decade, by Mulford Sibley; (2) The
Supreme Court and Civil Rights, by William Beaney; (3) The 1960
Presidential Election, by Stanley Kelley; (4) From the 86th to the
87th Congress, by Ivan Hinderaker; (5) American Foreign Policy, by
James Coleman (1961, 128 pp., $1.75, paper)

^Jne past 184 uears in documents —

AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY:
A DOCUMENTARY SURVEY, 1776-1960

By DOHOTHY BURNE GOEBEL, Hunter College

An unusual collection of pertinent documents of all kinds—most of
which are not easily found in the college library—grouped according
to period, with outstanding trends treated in detail. The author has
chosen her material to reflect divergent viewpoints.

(1961, 479 pp., $5.50)

ZJhe past 25 centuries in thought and idea —

A HISTORY OF POLITICAL THEORY, 3rd Ed.
By the late GEORGE H. SABINE

A classic work in political theory, brought up to date. Previous edi-
tions have been called "a unique accomplishment . . ." and "the
best history of political thought . . ." Beginning with pre-Platonic
political ideas, the book follows history under these major headings:
Theory of the City-State, Theory of the Universal Community, and
Theory of the National State. (1961, 960 pp., $7.50)

p.s.: the latest revision of a oest-iellincj text—

AMERICAN DEMOCRACY IN THEORY AND
PRACTICE: Essentials of National, State, and Local
Government, Rev. Ed.

By ROBERT K. CARR, Oberlin College; MARVER H. BERNSTEIN, Prince-
ton University; DONALD H. MORRISON, late of Dartmouth College

(1961, 672 pp., $7.00)

from HOLT, RINEHART and WINSTON—New York 17, N.Y.
Please mention THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW when writing to advertisers
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WHO GOVERNS?
Democracy and Power in an American City

Robert A. Dahl
"Magnificently conceived and beautifully executed, it combines rigorous analysis with

a relaxed style, presenting a rich body of data succinctly and persuasively. . . . 'They'

are going to have to rewrite the texts on municipal government."—Wallace Sayre.

This investigation into the political structure of a typical American city offers a major
reinterpretation of the location of political power in our democratic society. Starting
with the incorporation of New Haven, Connecticut, in 1784, the author analyzes the
changing patterns of leadership. He describes the present-day distribution of political
influence, particularly in political nominations, public education, and urban redevelop-
ment (for which New Haven has attracted national attention). He examines the dis-
tribution of political resources and shows how these are, or are not, used to influence
political decisions. From evidence supplied by his study of New Haven, Mr. Dahl for-
mulates tentative theories which yield important insights into political behavior through-
out the United States. Robert A. Dahl is Chairman of the Department of Political
Science, Yale University. Yale Studies in Political Science, 4. NOVEMBER 1 $7.50

DIXON-YATES
A Study in Power Politics

Aaron Wildavsky
One of the most widely debated political controversies in recent years, the Dixon-Yates
case offers a panoramic view of American politics under the Eisenhower Administration.
From the extensive documentation on this case and from a hundred personal interviews,
Mr. Wildavsky skillfully reconstructs the extraordinary sequence of events involving
crucial issues of public policy: public versus private power and conflict of interest.
Many fundamental issues relating to the functioning of the American political system
are also involved: the executive decision-making process; coalition politics in a system
of fragmented powers; the right of executive privilege to withhold information from
Congress; and the role of the regulatory agencies. Aaron Wildavsky is assistant professor
of government at Oberlin College. Yale Studies in Political Science, 3.

OCTOBER 25 $6.75

Yale University Press
Canadian orders:

New Haven and London
McGill University Press, Montreal 2

Please mention THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW when writing to advertiser^
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r
The United Nations

CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENTS, GROWTH AND POSSIBILITIES

B y Benjamin V. Cohen. Both the American Constitution and the United Nations Charter,
says Mr. Cohen, ". . . created an organism capable of life and growth . . . depending not simply on
the written injunctions of the founding fathers but on the vision and wisdom of succeeding genera-
tions." Written with remarkable acumen and firm style, these Oliver Wendell Holmes lectures (1961)
describe first the setting in broad perspective, deal secondly with major problems, and finally ex-
plore the future with restraint and wisdom. $2.75

American Perspectives
THE NATIONAL SELF-IMAGE IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Edited by Robert E. Spiller and Eric Larrabee. What do Americans think of them-
selves? How have their ideas changed? The editors present a conversation among experts that ranges
skillfully over the emotional and intellectual trends, and the ideological and technical changes re-
flected in the multiple facets or our national culture from 1900 to 1950. Out of these discussions
arises a dynamic image of an America seeking a stable national image at the same time its imagina-
tion has traveled far beyond national boundaries. $4.75

Dilemmas of Progress
in Tsarist Russia

LEGAL MARXISM AND LEGAL POPULISM

By Arthur P. Mendel. Several themes of distinct importance today are treated here for the
first time. The author analyzes Legal Populism and re-evaluates it on the basis of recent experience
in underdeveloped economies. He then investigates the factors that turned intellectuals from populism
to Marxism in the 1890's, and relates this process to the concurrent industrialization of Russia. His
final theme is the transition from Marxism to "idealism" on the part of another important but
neglected group, the Legal Marxists. RUSSIAN RESEARCH CENTER STUDIES. $7.00

Legacy of Suppression
FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND PRESS IN EARLY AMERICAN HISTORY

B y Leonard W. Levy. "Mr. Levy's lively volume tells the story of the evolution of the con-
cept of freedom of speech and of the press with a wonderful combination of judiciousness and vigor.
In the course of the survey we are introduced to the rich body of literature of seventeenth-century
and eighteenth-century England, to the history of the idea and the judicial application of notions
of freedom in the American colonies, and to the elusive history of the writing of the First Amendment
and of its subsequent application and interpretation . . . one of the indispensable contributions to
the history of American freedom."—Henry Steele Commager, New York Times Book Review.
A BELKNAP PRESS BOOK. $6.50

The Economics of Defence
in the Nuclear Age

By Charles J. Hitch and Roland IV. McKean. " . . . A pioneering effort which brings
the most up-to-date apparatus of economic analysis to bear upon problems of defense, a task that
has hitherto been attempted only in scattered periodical articles devoted to special problems and
never in the form of a balanced, systematic synthesis. It deserves attention not only because of the
vital character of the topic and its substantive content, but also as a case study that illustrates the
power of game theory, organization theory, linear programming, and systems or operations analysis
in an applied field of paramount importance."—Annals of the American Academy of Political and
Social Science.

". . . Many keen insights and fine details as well as a masterful treatment of the larger issues. It
raises the right questions and suggests answers to the problems of military security which are likely
on inspection to provide the basis for future improvements in policy."—American Political Science
Review, A RAND CORPORATION RESEARCH STUDY, $9.50

ARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Please mention THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW rofen writing to advertisers
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Now
available . . . CONGRESSIONAL

DISTRICT
DATA BOOK

(DISTRICTS OF THE 87th CONGRESS)

135 items for all Congressional
Districts

125 items for "whole-county"
districts

72 items pertaining to non-white
population for selected districts

Prepared by the
Bureau of the Census

U. S. Department of Commerce

A supplement to the
Statistical Abstract

of the United States

Featuring statistics from—

I960 Censuses of Population and
Housing

1959 Census of Agriculture

1958 Censuses of Business, Manufac-
tures, and Mineral Industries

1952 to 1960 Vote Cast for President
and Representative

• 175 Pages; Price $1.00 Paperbound

HISTORICAL STATISTICS
of the United States

Colonial Times to 7957

• Prepared by the Bureau of the Census, Department of
Commerce, with the cooperation of the Social Science Re-
search Council
• A compilation of more than 8,000 statistical time series,
largely annual, on American social and economic develop
ment covering periods from 1610 to 1957
• Includes a separate section on "Elections and Politics"
comprising 204 series and a separate section on "Govern-
ment Employment and Finances" comprising 510 series
• Detailed alphabetical subject index
• 801 Pages Price $6.00 Clothbound

How to Order
Write to Superintendent of Documents. Government Printing Office, Washington 25. D.C.. enclosing price of
books. In large cities, books are sold at Department of Commerce Field Offices.

Please mention THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW when writing to advertisers
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•Selected RONALD Books

PUBLIC FINANCE
Earl R. Rolph and George F. Break

-both University of California, Berkeley

Designed for courses in public finance, this
new textbook sets forth the many theoretical
and technical issues involved at all levels of
government. It demonstrates how economic
intelligence can be applied to illuminate the
problems of public finance. Book provides a
descriptive-historical analysis of government
finance and its role in the economy; presents

in detail the various tax sources available to
the government. American fiscal experience
predominates, but that of other countries is
incorporated wherever applicable. Book ex-
amines current social security programs, the
problems arising from the growth of metro-
politan regions, fiscal theory and fiscal policy,
etc. 1961. 586 pp. $7.50

Public Administration
John M. Pfiffner, University of Southern California; and

Robert V. Presthus, Cornell University

Standard textbook provides a comprehensive
account of public administration today. It in-
tegrates the descriptive-institutional material
of administrative science and the behavioral
analyses of administration in action. Book
analyzes the nature of public bureaucracy and
the political environment with its attendant
pressures on the public administrator; incor-

porates material on decision-making and data-
processing in fact-finding and planning; re-
flects recent research in group behavior, in-
dividual motivation, leadership dynamics, etc.
"The authors deserve high praise for making
a good book better."—Ernest G. Miller,
University of California. 4th Edition, 19(>0.
570 pp. $7.50

American Foreign Relations
Permanent Problems and Changing Policies

John Gange, University of Oregon

A stimulating introduction to the basic
problems in our foreign relations. Book
stresses the constant recurrence of these prob-
lems throughout our history, and the varying
responses to them by American statesmen. It
is organized around such fundamental areas as
recognition, alliances, international organiza-

tions, economic aid, national security, and the
promotion of national prestige. Each problem
is analyzed in detail, and the various solutions
are illustrated with official documents. "Clear,
logical, and interesting."—James A. Gath-
ings, Bucknell University. 1959. 593 pp. $7

Government and Politics in Latin America
Edited by Harold Eugene Davis, The American University

Prepared by 11 Contributing Authorities

A comparative survey of the political insti-
tutions of Latin America—their structure,
operation, strengths, and weaknesses. Book
presents the rapidly changing, frequently vio-
lent, political and social life of Latin America
in which emergent political forces are taking
shape in movements of reform and new power
structures. The institutions of government

are analyzed in relation to power structures
and in terms of their functions against a
background of half a century of Latin Ameri-
can experience. The book concludes with an
evaluation of democratic trends and prospects.
"A stimulating piece of scholarship."—
Bernard E. Bobb, State University of Wash-
ington. 1958. 539 pp. $7.50

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY
15 East 26th Street, New York 10, New York

Please mention THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW when writing to advertisers
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For Fall Classes

BASIC ISSUES OF
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY
4th Edition
Edited by HILLMAN M. BISHOP and SAMUEL HENDEL,
both of the City College of New York. This collection of per-
suasively reasoned and authoritative statements dealing with
the fundamental values and persistent issues of our democracy
has been revised to include 21 new selections. Such current
topics as the lawfulness of the desegregation decisions, the
fundamental premises and applications of the Loyalty-Secur-
ity program, the demand for a more responsible two-party
system, the political implications of the development of
atomic weapons, and the question of co-existence are dis-
cussed.

507 pages paperbound $2.95

Ogg and Ray's ESSENTIALS OF
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
The National Government, 8th Edition
By WILLIAM H. YOUNG, University of Wisconsin. Essen-
tials of American Government: The National Government
provides a compact, authoritative, and inexpensive treatment
of our national government. This paperbound edition contains
the complete text of parts I and II of the recently published
Eighth Edition of Essentials of American Government and has
been up-dated to include material up through the 1960 elec-
tions. The complete hardcover edition—discussing national,
state, and local government—has also been brought up-to-date
and is available for Fall courses.

564 pages illustrated paperbound $3.95

Appleton- Century -Crofts Inc.
34 West 33rd Street New York 1, New York

Please mention THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW when writing to advertisers
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UNIVERSITY PRESS

Communism in Czechoslovakia, 1948-1960
By Edward Taborsky

Czechoslovakia, once considered Central Europe's model democracy, has been a Soviet
satellite since 1948. The Communists boast that "socialism" has defeated capitalism po-
litically and has surpassed it in production, in living standards, and in social justice. How
realistic is this picture of conditions in a country once oriented to the West? This question
is the focus of Professor Taborsky's book. In attempting to answer it, the author reviews the
history of the Communist Party's rise to power and then examines in detail the economic,
social, political, and cultural programs of their twelve-year regime, comparing stated plans
with actual results through 1960. His final assessment of the Party's successes and failures
measures both effort and result against the human cost. 592 pages. Tables. $12.50

Anglo-American Relations at the
Paris Peace Conference of 1919
By Seth P. Tillman

The year 1919 marks a high point in the world power and prestige of Western democracy.
World War I was ended, and the victory belonged to the democratic states. Theirs was the
sober task—and the unique opportunity—of formulating a settlement that would guarantee
impartial justice and preserve the peace. Dr. Tillman examines here the documentary account
of Anglo-American diplomatic relations during this critical period. He shows the interaction
of personalities in both governments, the patterns of cooperation and conflict as they nego-
tiated major issues of war and of peace, and the political repurcusions in both England and
America that led either to compromise or to defeat of some of the best purposes of the Ver-
sailles Treaty. 448 pages. $8.50

The Political Context of Sociology
By Leon D. Bramson

Mr. Bramson examines several branches of sociology, pointing out various political ideas
to which sociologists have been committed, and indicates how these ideas have influenced
sociological research of the 19th and 20th centuries. Exploring recent and classical writings
in sociology of the mass, he digs beneath the accepted assumptions. This book will antagonize
some sociologists, but it contributes to that discipline by looking at sociology from the view-
point of the intellectual historian. 176 pages. $4.00

Order from, your bookstore, or

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
Princeton, New Jersey

Please mention THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW when writing to advertisers
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Outstanding new titles from the Free Press
INTERNATIONAL POLITICS AND FOREIGN POLICY

A READER IN RESEARCH AND THEORY

Edited by James N. Rosenau. Fifty-five selections from the most important recent
work in international politics and foreign politics, including seven articles printed
here for the first time. The selections are concerned with both the actions and the
interactions of states within international society. $8.50.

POLITICAL INFLUENCE
By Edward C. Banfield. Dr. Banfield exposes the extent to which political influ-
ence affected the outcome of several issues in Chicago—ranging from building a
city exhibition hall to the municipal subsidization of the privately owned Chicago
Transit Authority. $6.00

THE PUBLIC INTEREST
A CRITIQUE OF THE THEORY OF A POLITICAL CONCEPT

By Glendon Schubert. The author examines the statements about public interest
that political scientists have made during the last years, and in so doing raises
questions about the complex relationships among political theory, political be-
havior, and scientific inquiry. $5.00.

COMMUNITY POLITICAL SYSTEMS
Edited by Morris Janowitz. Twelve well-known social scientists explore the organ-
ization and operation of politics at the local level. The communities studied range
from the small aggregate trading center to the middle-sized industrial complex and
the giant metropolis. $7.50.

POLITICAL DECISION MAKERS
Edited by Dwaine Marvick. A study of how policy makers are recruited, social-
ized, and turned into professional politicians. Eleven leading social scientists are
represented in this Reader on the ways of our political world. $7.50.

CULTURE AND SOCIAL CHARACTER
THE WORK OF DAVID RIESMAN REVIEWED

Edited by Seymour Martin Lipset and Leo Lowenthal. Two of the three authors
of The Lonely Crowd—David Riesman and Nathan Glazer—join twenty-four
other leading scholars in an examination of the theory propounded there, and its
implications. Representatives of many disciplines analyze the concepts and validity
of the theory, and present research studies suggested by it. Sept. 29. $7.50.

Write for Fall 1961 catalog to

THE FREE PRESS OF GLENCOE, Inc.

A DIVISION OF THE CROWELL-COLLIER PUBLISHING COMPANY

60 Fifth Avenue New York 11, N.Y.

Please mention THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW when writing to advertisers
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FREEDOM AND COMMUNICATIONS
by DAN LACY

The managing director of the American Book Publishers Council takes a look at
our whole system of communications—newspapers, magazines, books, radio, TV,
films, schools, libraries, etc.—to review its development, point up its inadequacies
in keeping pace with today's needs, and chart realistic public policies for the future.
"A remarkably thorough appraisal of today's mass media. . . . As a combination of
solid basic information and temperate interpretation, this book is hard to beat."—
Journalism Quarterly. 93 pages. $3.00.

THE QUEST FOR PARADISE: EUROPE AND THE
AMERICAN MORAL IMAGINATION
by CHARLES L. SANFORD

American history and culture are interpreted in terms of a dominant myth of Eden
or quest for paradise in this very provocative book. It traces the transit of this myth
from the Middle Ages to current U. S. foreign policy to reveal its manifestations in
literature, art, industry, politics, etc., and to show how it gives shape and meaning
to popular images of the roles of Americans and America. 282 pages. $5.00.

CHICAGO AND THE LABOR MOVEMENT
by BARBARA WARNE NEWELL

This detailed history of the labor movement in the Chicago area up to 1940 ex-
amines the political, social, and historical influences which gave Chicago its distinct
"mould," traces the Windy City's long record of industrial violence, and offers a
theory of the development of metropolitan unionism. 18 tables. 288 pages. $6.00.

NATIONAL PARTY PLATFORMS, 1840-1960
Second Edition
compiled by KIRK H. PORTER and DONALD BRUCE JOHNSON

The only complete collection of American political party platforms in existence.
Now brought up to date to include the Democrats', Republicans', and other po-
litical party platforms from the 1960 campaign. ". . . an invaluable work for the
student of American political development."— History News. "It will doubtless
find a welcome place on many a reference shelf."—Saturday Review, xvi + 640
pages. $10.00.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS, URBANA, ILLINOIS
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new
MERIDIAN

history books

•J.

history 4
Contains challenging articles by Steven
Runciman, Fritz Levy, C. Warren Hollis-
ter, Leonard W. Levy, Joseph L. Blau,
Harlan B. Phillips, Joseph Frazier Wall,
David Hawke. Also available: history 1,
history 2, and history 3. All profusely
illustrated. M117 Paper: $1.50

Recently published

THE HISTORY OF ROME. By THEODOR
MOMMSEN. A new edition, with an Introduc-
tion, notes, and glossary by DERO A. SAUN-
DERS and JOHN H. COLLINS.
MG32 Paper: $1.95

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF EDWARD GIBBON.
Edited and introduced by DERO A. SAUN-
DERS. This new edition restores all material
deleted by Gibbon's original editor.
M i l l (original) Cloth: $3.50 Paper: $1.35

ENCOUNTERS IN HISTORY. By PIETER GEYL.
Many original essays by the brilliant author
of Debates with Historians.
M114 (original) Cloth: $4.50 Paper: $1.65

LECTURES ON MODERN HISTORY. By LORD
ACTON. With an introduction by HUGH
TREVOR-ROPER.
M109 (original) Paper: $1.45

THE MEANING AND MATTER OF HISTORY: A
Christian View. By M. C. D'ARCY, S.J.
MHO j Paper: $1.55

Send for free catalog

MERIDIAN BOOKS
119 West 57th Street
New York 19, N. Y.

CANADIAN ANNUAL REVIEW for 1960
Edited by Professor John T. Saywell
Of inestimable value to those wishing to be well informed about
trends and developments in Canada during the year 1960.

Review articles on:
PARLIAMENT AND POLITICS, EXTERNAL AFFAIRS AND
DEFENCE, THE NATIONAL ECONOMY, LIFE AND
LEISURE; Education, The Arts, Broadcasting, Sport, etc. Includes
a Calendar of important events, obituaries, and a complete index.

The contributors are all outstanding experts in their
respective fields.

". . . the most comprehensive story available on Canadian
affairs for 1960 . . ."—Canadian Press

xviii + 401 pages X 9K inches $15.00 U.S.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO PRESS

Please mention THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW when writing to advertisers
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r
THE POLITICS OF FREEDOM An Analysis of the Modern Democratic State

By C. W. Cassinelli, University of Washington. Competitive elections, freedom of speech and
the press, a complex constitution, a high living standard, and responsibility of government to
the people observed as essential and interdependent elements of all modern western democra-
cies. (Assisted by Ford Foundation grant). 1961. 224 pages, bibliog., index. $4.75

BOSS CERMAK OF CHICAGO A Study of Political Leadership

By Alex Gottfried, University of Washington. Anton J. Cermak is generally remembered as
the Chicago mayor who was killed by a bullet intended for President-elect Roosevelt. The
monument Cermak himself created, with the aid of his own Czech ethnic group, was the first
cohesive city and statewide Democratic machine in the history of Chicago. 1961. 432 pages,
6 illus., appendixes, bibliog., index. $6.50

"HE BUILT SEATTLE" A Biography of Judge Thomas Burke

By Robert C. Nesbit. The postfrontier boom era of Seattle and the Pacific Northwest, seen
through the life of a shrewd and colorful civic leader. 1961. 433 pages, illus., bibliog., index.
$7.50

THE SIEGE OF NEW ORLEANS
By Charles B. Brooks. A moment-by-moment description of the bloody siege of New Orleans
in the War of 1812, the last battles ever fought between Britain and the United States. 1961.
352 pages, maps, bibliog., index. $6.50

THEORIES OF SCIENTIFIC METHOD
The Renaissance through the Nineteenth Century

By Ralph M. Blake, Curt J. Ducasse, and Edward H. Madden. The dominant scientific con-
cepts of five centuries of Western thought. "Clearly written and well documented . . . a stimu-
lating contribution to an interesting subject."—London Times Literary Supplement. 1960.
350 pages, notes, index. Second printing, 1961. $6.50

CONFLICT AND TENSION IN THE FAR EAST Key Documents, 1894-1960
By John M. Maki. A collection of documents from the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95 to the
Japan-United States Security Treaty of 1960, designed as a supplementary college text. 1961.
304 pages. $5.00

POLITICS AND GRASS The Administration of Grazing on the Public Domain

By Phillip O. Foss. "To anyone interested in the management of natural resources this book
is invaluable."—American Journal of Legal History. "Brings much light into one corner of
our domestic politics."—American Political Science Review. 1960. 246 pages, illus., notes, bib-
liog., index. $4.50

From the Far Eastern and Russian Institute, University of Washington

POWER RELATIONS WITHIN THE
CHINESE COMMUNIST MOVEMENT, 1930-1934
A Study of Documents

By Tso-liang Hsiao, National Taiwan University. 1961. 416 pages, glossary, bibliog., chronol-
ogy, alphabetical list of documents, index. $7.50

RURAL CHINA Imperial Control in the Nineteenth Century

By Kung-chuan Hsiao. 1960. 797 pages, illus., notes, appendixes, bibliog., index. $9.75

THE INCOME OF THE CHINESE GENTRY
A Sequel to The Chinese Gentry: Studies of Their Role in
Nineteenth-Century Chinese Society

By Chung-li Chang. 1961. 320 pages, tables, appendixes, bibliog., index. $6.50 (tent.)

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS SEATTLE 5
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OXFORD BOOKS
OF EXCEPTIONAL INTEREST

THE FOUNDATIONS OF FREEDOM
Law and Government in Southern Africa

By DENIS VICTOR COWEN. A thorough analysis of government with par-
ticular reference to the possibility of building a stable society in southern
Africa. An Advocate of its Supreme Court, Professor Cowen discusses the
decay of civil liberty in South Africa, and what would be needed to realize
the basic ideals of good government in societies burdened with poverty and
ignorance. $7.00

DEVELOPMENT FROM BELOW
Local Government and Finance in Developing Countries
of the Commonwealth

By URSULA K. HICKS. A study of experiments in local government in a num-
ber of underdeveloped British territories, based primarily on observation in
the field. It places unusual emphasis upon what can be learned from the study
of local finances and upon the ways that grass roots political and economic
development can reinforce each other. $5.60

TRAGEDY IN ALGERIA
By G. MANSELL. A concise, authoritative and continuous account of the
recent history of this strife-torn country, providing an excellent general idea
of the origins of the rebellion, Algeria's economic problems, De Gaulle's ap-
proach, and possible solutions to the problem. $1.00

BRITISH HONDURAS
A Historical and Contemporary Survey

By D. A. G. WADDELL. Opening with a background chapter on the history
of the colony of British Honduras, this volume goes on to discuss the many
current social, economic, and political problems which vex this small central
American country. He includes the rise of nationalism, the opposition to the
proposed inclusion of British Honduras in the new West Indian Federation,
and the economic need for more immigrants. 4 pages of maps. (Royal lnsti-
ture of International Affairs) $2.90

At all bookstores

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS New York 16
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OXFORD BOOKS
OF EXCEPTIONAL INTEREST

THE EMERGING SOUTH

By THOMAS D. CLARK. A study of the social and economic revolution which
has occurred in the South since 1920, by one of the region's foremost his-
torians. "No one who wishes to understand the South as it really is today can
afford to miss this book."—JONATHAN DANIELS, The (Raleigh) News and
Observer $6.00

THE CROSSROADS OF LIBERALISM
Croly, Weyl, Lippmann, and the Progressive Era, 1900-1925

By CHARLES FORCEY. A brilliant study of the rise of a new American liberal
philosophy, and of the men and magazine—The New Republic—that advanced
it and were caught in its contradictions. "One of those rare contributions to
history which open up important but almost forgotten movements by critical
yet sympathetic understanding."—JAMES T. SHOTWELL $7.00

THE JEFFERSON IMAGE IN THE AMERICAN MIND

By MERRILL D. PETERSON. Winner of the Bancroft Prize for American
History, 1961. Professor Peterson's important book traces the evolution of
the Jefferson image and its tremendous impact on America's thought and
imagination. "Commended to anyone who would penetrate the meaning of
the historic American experience."—DUMAS MALONE $8.50

KOREA AND THE FALL OF MacARTHUR

By TRUMBULL HIGGINS. Viewing the Korean conflict as one example of
"limited war," this book makes a significant contribution toward our under-
standing of the complex military problems faced by the Western world. $5.00

At all bookstores

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS New York 16
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CENTRAL ASIAN RESEARCH CENTRE
in association with St. Antony's College (Oxford)

Soviet Affairs Study Group

SOVIET POLICY IN ASIA AND AFRICA
CENTRAL ASIAN REVIEW
A quarterly review of cultural developments in the six Muslim Soviet Republics of Azer-
baydzhan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tadzhikistan, Kirgizia and Kazakhstan. In addition
the Review analyses past and current Soviet publications on the countries bordering on
these republics, namely, Persia, Afghanistan, the Indian sub-continent, Tibet and Sinkiang.

Subscription rate: $4.75 per year including postage; single copies $1.20.

THE MIZAN NEWSLETTER
A monthly review of Soviet writing on the Middle East and Africa providing a unique in-
sight into Soviet views on the Middle East and Africa as expressed in Soviet academic and
other publications, newspapers, official statements etc. It also gives an up-to-date picture
of the Soviet political, economic and cultural effort in the Middle East and Africa as reflected
in Soviet reports.

Subscription rate: $11.50 per year including postage (11 issues) ; single copies $1.20.

Other publications include:

ISLAM AND RUSSIA
A detailed analysis of Â . A. Smirnov's book An Outline of the History of Islamic Studies in the
USSR (Moscow, 1954), with an introduction by Ann K. S. Lambton, Professor of Persian in the
University of London. 87 pages, bibliography, 1956. $1.95

TURKESTAN IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
By Mary Holdsworth. A brief history of the Khanates of Bukhara, Kokand and Khiva, based largely
on Russian sources both Tsarist and Soviet. 80 pages, map, 1959. $2.40

THE EVOLUTION OF THE MUSLIM NATIONALITIES OF THE USSR
AND THEIR LINGUISTIC PROBLEMS
By Alexandre Bennigsen and Chantal Quelquejay. A well documented account of the vicissitudes
through which the Muslim nationalities of the USSR have passed in respect of their political status
and national languages. This work should be of great interest to students of national movements in
Africa, another continent where the formation of nations is closely bound up with language prob-
lems. 57 pages, 1961. $1.95

THE TURKISH LANGUAGE OF SOVIET AZERBAIJAN
By C. G. Simpson, University of Durham. A summary of the grammar of the current literary lan-
guage of Soviet Azerbaijan with passages of contemporary literature and extracts from the press.
120 pages, 1957. $3.10

RECENT SOVIET SOURCE MATERIAL ON SOVIET CENTRAL ASIA
AND ITS BORDERLANDS (including the Middle East)
A biannual supplement to Central Asian Review, the Bibliography covers approximately 30 Soviet
periodicals and all new books received by the Centre. Approx. 60 pages. $1.20

MAP OF SOVIET CENTRAL ASIA AND KAZAKHSTAN
Four folded Sheets in booklet cover with Introduction, Gazetteer and Glossary. 1959.

Price complete $6.10; separate Sheets $1.40

Further details and full list of publications from
CENTRAL ASIAN RESEARCH CENTRE, 6 6 KING'S ROAD, LONDON, S.W.3.

Please mention T H E AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW when writing to advertisers
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New books from

WADSWORTH
Just published

ISSUES OF THE SIXTIES
by Leonard Freedman, University Extension, University
of California, Los Angeles, and Cornelius P. Cotter, Assist-
ant Staff Director, U. S. Commission on Civil Rights. The
impact of change—scientific, technological, social and po-
litical—upon our ideas, our aspirations, and our institu-
tions is the central focus of this provocative new textbook.
Pointing out the crucial issues of the sixties, these contem-
porary selections cover the impact of automation, space
exploration, new thermonuclear deterrence doctrines, and
the new nations. Paperbound. 416 pages. 1961. Text price
$3.95.

AFRICA: CONTINENT OF CHANGE
by Peter R. Gould, Assistant Professor of Geography, Syra-
cuse University. Here is a vital new book describing the
complex forces at work south of the Sahara in Africa. The
predominant theme is change—political, economic, and
social. This comprehensive collection brings together the
best of recent writings and speeches from world statesmen,
African political leaders, sociologists, economists, and po-
litical scientists. First-hand descriptions of decisions facing
African leaders are presented in case-study form, enabling
the reader to recognize and analyze the problems of today's
Africa. Paperbound. 1961. Text price $3.95.

For further information write:

WADSWORTH PUBLISHING CO.
BELMONT, CALIFORNIA
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Two major studies from Wesleyan / Autumn 1961

REASON AND FAITH
IN MODERN SOCIETY
Liberalism, Marxism, and Democracy

by Eduard Heimann

A deeply probing search, by a distinguished political scientist, into the place of
democracy and communism in the evolution of social-political thought. Dr. Heimann
first shows how the two opposing forces are equal (and equally distorted) outgrowths
of the rational idealism of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment.

He then shows why these two systems, each in its way a perversion of a humani-
tarian ideal, cannot exist indefinitely without head-on, world-destroying conflicts.

The climactic subject of this exceptional study is a rigorously defined third course
which—firmly based in the world's cultural-religious heritage and already taking form
in certain nations—must be sought as the way out. Indexed, 352 pages. $6.50. At your
bookstore now.

THE UNITED STATES IN
THE SUPREME WAR COUNCIL:
American War Aims and Inter-Allied Strategy, 1917-1918

by David F. Trask

This long-needed study of the Supreme War Council shows how and why American
participation was largely confined to military matters, and makes clear the determina-
tion with which President Wilson avoided commitments that might compromise his
declared peace policies.

In so doing, it throws fresh light on the utilization of American manpower, the
intervention in Russia, the pre-armistice negotiations, and many other aspects of the
war.

Mr. Trask's work is soundly based on primary materials; its annotated bibliography
is particularly valuable. Well organized and clearly written, it documents a view not
generally held of Wilson's dominance in the formulation of inter-Allied policy.
Annotated bibliography, notes, index. $6.00. To be published October 12. Order now
from your bookseller or from the publisher.

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY PRESS
MIDDLETOWN,CONNECTICUT
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PRAEGER
PAPERBACKS

the most comprehensive series of paperbacks

covering the history and politics of our time

New titles ready this fall

THE SOVIET BLOC Unity and
Conflict (Rev. Ed., 1961)
Zbigniew Brzezinski $2.75

SOUTHEAST ASIA TODAY—AND
TOMORROW A Political Analysis
Richard Butwell $1.75

THE SINO-SOVIET DISPUTE
Edited by Hudson, Lowenthal,

and MacFarquhar $1.75

NATIONALISM (Rev. Ed., 1961)
Elie Kedourie $1.65

A GUIDE TO LABOR LAW
Reginald Parker 1.75

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
Paul Reuter $2.25

RUSSIAN POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS

(Rev. Ed., 1961)
Derek J. R. Scott $2.25

THE EAST EUROPEAN REVOLUTION
Hugh Seton-Watson $2.25

THE FUTURE OF UNDER.
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
Eugene Staley $2.50

MODERN FORMS OF GOVERNMENT
A Comparative Study
Michael Stewart $2.25

Ready in November

AN ATLAS OF AFRICAN AFFAIRS
Boyd and Van Rensburg $1.75

THE AFRICAN NATIONS AND
WORLD SOLIDARITY
Mamadou Dia $1.85

ARMS AND ARMS CONTROL

A Symposium
Edited by Ernest Lefever $1.95

ARMS AND POLITICS IN LATIN
AMERICA (Rev. Ed., 1961)

Edwin Lieuwen $1.85

THE SOVIET ECONOMY

Alec Nove $2.25

AFRICA AND THE WEST
Elements of Free-World Policy
Arnold Rivkin $1.95

FREDERICK A. PRAEGER, Publisher
64 University Place, New York 3, N.Y.
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RAW-HILL
BOOK

COMPANY

AN UNCERTAIN TRADITION
American Secretaries of State in the Twentieth Century

By NORMAN A. GRAEBNER, University of Illinois. McGraw-Hill American History
Series. 341 pages, $6.95.

Fourteen noted scholars have contributed to this analytical study of American leadership in the area
of foreign affairs in the twentieth century. Each Secretary of State is examined by a separate scholar
within a unified framework . . . developing an overall concept of Twentieth Century American
foreign policy while providing individual treatments of each Secretary.

GOVERNING URBAN AMERICA, Second Edition

By CHARLES R. ADRIAN, Michigan State University. McGraw-Hill Series in Political
Science. 508 pages, $7.50.

In this revision, Adrian has taken advantage of recent research in local government to completely
up-date his text. The analytical approach, used somewhat cautiously in the first edition, has been
expanded and greater emphasis is placed on the role of competing interests in the municipal policy
making process.

THE GENIUS OF AMERICA: Men and Ideas that Shaped the American Mind
By SAUL K. PADOVER, New School of Social Research, New York. 369 pages, $3.95
(Text Edition).

The rich, steady current of American thought running through the generations from Washington to
Roosevelt is examined here in the study of nineteen of America's greatest thinkers. The powerful ideas
and philosophies are seen in terms of the American civilization, the American mind, and the American
destiny.

EUROPEAN COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT, Third Edition
By ROBERT G. NEUMANN, University of California, Los Angeles. McGraw-Hill
Series in Political Science. 897 pages, $8.50.

A completely updated revision of a leading text in comparative government. As before, it deals with
the institutions of government, the political parties, and the internal politics of Great Britain, France,
Germany, and the Soviet Union, and has a fifth comparative section which touches upon pertinent
institutions and political developments in many other parts of the world. The section on the Soviet
Union reflects the latest developments through the 21st Congress of the Communist Party.

THE SOVIET DICTATORSHIP
By HERBERT McCLOSKY, University of California, Berkeley, and JOHN E. TUR-
NER, University of Minnesota. McGraw-Hill Series in Political Science. 657 pages, $7.95
(Text Edition).

A well-written, comprehensive, and scholarly treatment of the theory and practice of Soviet power
and politics as they are today. The authors exhibit insight into the institutions of the Soviet Union,
showing the high degree of centralization, the effect of party dictation to all governmental bodies, and
the thesis of the operation and effects of a dictatorship. The post-Stalin era is thoroughly discussed,
taking account of the Khrushehev regime and the decisions of the Twenty-first Party Congress.

?OR '/."I McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
ISS ON •

330 West 42nd St., N.Y. 36, N.Y.
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F O U N D A T I O N FOR F O R E I G N AFFAIRS SERIES

No. 1

Globe and Hemisphere—LATIN AMERICA'S PLACE IN THE POSTWAR

FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES

by J. Fred Rippy
Professor Emeritus of History, the University of Chicago

An analysis of inter-American economic relations since the war and a plea for a return
to the spirit of Pan-American solidarity. $6.00

No. 2

Massive Retaliation—THE POLICY AND ITS CRITICS

by Paul L. Peeters
Professor of Political Science at lona College

An explanation of Massive Retaliation and its application, in terms of practical action,
in United States foreign policy since its formulation by the late John Foster Dulles.

$5.00

No. 3

Peaceful Co-Existence—AN ANALYSIS OF SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY

by Wladyslaw W. Kulski
Professor of International Relations at the Maxwell Graduate
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University

A study of Soviet foreign policy since the Revolution in which Professor Kulski, former
Polish Minister to London, examines the possibility of peaceful co-existence. $12.50

No. 4

Germany's Eastern Frontiers
—THE PROBLEM OF THE ODER-NEISSE LINE

by Zoltan Michael Szaz
St. John's University

Dr. Szaz gives a detailed account of diplomatic events leading to the establish-
ment of the Oder-Neisse Line and a thorough study of the historical background.

$7.50

No. 5

Strategic Intelligence and the Shape of Tomorrow
by William Montgomery McGovern

Professor of Political Science, Northwestern University

An analysis of the actions of nations as they relate to the national economies, the ideology,
and the cultural and ethnological characteristics of their peoples. $4.00

published by Henry Regnery Company in cooperation with

FOUNDATION FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS, INC.
Dr. David S. Collier, Director

64 East Jackson Boulevard Chicago 4, Illinois
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The Emergence of America as a Great Power

IMPERIAL DEMOCRACY
BT ERNEST R. MAT
Associate Professor of History, Harvard University; author
of THE WORLD WAR AND AMERICAN ISOLATIONISM, 1914-1917,
and editor of THE ULTIMATE DECISION: THE PRESIDENT AS
COMMANDER IN CHIEF.

The United States, in the 1890's, emerged suddenly
as a world power, challenging the complacent author-
ity of European nations. In a few brief years America
successfully challenged Great Britain in Venezuela,
defeated Spain in war, and annexed Puerto Rico,
Hawaii, the Philippines, Guam, Wake and Midway.
How did it happen? What caused Americans to begin
thinking of themselves as citizens of a great power,
and when they did, what were the results? What was
Europe's response to the actions of the upstart na-
tion? This skillful, thorough study of America's dra-
matic rise to power at the close of the nineteenth
century has great relevance for events in Cuba and
elsewhere today. Extensive notes.

$6.75 at all bookstores
HABCOURT, BRACE & WORLD, INC.

750 Third Avenue, New York 17

EXPLORING THE METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
Edited by John C. Bollens. The major findings and methods of a
comprehensive series of governmental, social, and economic studies
of the St. Louis City-County area, presenting material of widely
recognized importance to all students of urban life. Illus. $7.50

THE POLITICS OF CULTURAL DESPAIR
A Study in the Rise of the Germanic Ideology

By Fritz Stern. A sophisticated account of the lives and thought
of the three foremost ideologists of the "Germanic" movement which
preceded National Socialism: Paul de Lagarde, Julius Langbehn,
and Moeller van den Bruck. $8.00

FORTHCOMING:

THE JAPANESE PEOPLE and FOREIGN POLICY
By Douglas H. Mendel, Jr. A factual basis for understanding recent
political action by the Japanese people, this book explores pro-
American vs. neutralist thought, rearmament and defense policy,
U. S. rule of Okinawa, and related issues. $6.50

at your bookseller

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS • BERKELEY 4
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FIVE GOOD REASONS TO CHECK
MACMILLAN'S SPRING L I S T . . . .
1—A BILL BECOMES A LAW: THE CIVIL RIGHTS
ACT OF 1960

Daniel M. Berman, Associate Professor, School
of Government and Public Administration, The
American University

This book is the first to describe the Con-
gressional legislative process through the
examination of a single bill. The Civil
Rights Act of 1960 illustrates virtually
every procedure designed to pass—or de-
feat—legislation, including such rare
items as a discharge petition, a filibuster,
and an attempt at cloture. Each chapter
in the bill's legislative history is analyzed
in chronological order, 'with attention de-
voted to the substantive issues involved,
as well as to the procedures employed.

March, 1962

2—DEMOCRACY IN ACTION

Theodore Powell, Public Information Consultant,
Connecticut State Department of Education, and
Staff Member, University Evening College, Uni-
versity of Hartford

Designed for freshman and sophomore
courses, this text offers a collection of
provocative readings that explore signif-
icant problems in American govern-
ment. Material ranges from the works
of Thomas Jefferson and John Adams to
excerpts from President Kennedy's Pro-
files in Courage. Emphasizing the fact
that democracy operates through the in-
teraction of people, the author provides
many illuminating portraits of eminent
American statesmen and the crucial is-
sues in which they were involved. In
some instances, the same event is re-
ported from differing viewpoints, in
order to give students the most compre-
hensive picture of the problem.

March, 1962

3—THE RELATIONS OF NATIONS, Second Edition
Frederick H. Hartmann, Professor of Political
Science, University of Florida

The new edition of this comprehensive
text has been brought up to date, with
some sections rewritten for greater clar-
ity. A new chapter, replacing a previous
one, offers fresh material on Africa and
newly-developed areas, as well as an ex-
panded treatment of the Middle East.
There are twice as many maps, showing
important areas and the changes which
have occurred there, along with informa-
tive tables and diagrams. March, 1962

4—READINGS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,
Second Edition

Frederick H. Hartmann March, 1962

5—THE DYNAMICS OF INTERNATIONAL POLITICS
Norman J. Padelford, Professor of Political
Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology;
and George A. Lincoln, Professor and Head of
Department of Social Sciences, United States
Military Academy

Although addressed to the present world
scene, with its rapidly changing political
developments, this comprehensive new
text provides a method of systematic an-
alysis pertinent to the world order of any
particular time in history. The authors
thoroughly explore the importance of
concepts and approaches to the study of
international politics, with an eye to its
complex, dynamic character. Problems
the free nations face in the decade of the
1960's receive special attention—popu-
lation explosion, the revolutionary im-
pact of technology on weapons and com-
munications, problems of economic as-
sistance, and the changing nature of the
security problem. Valuable features in-
clude numerous tables, maps, graphs,
bnd suggested additional reading refer-
ences. March, 1962

60 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK II, N. Y.
A Division of The Croweli-Collier Publishing Company
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MAPS. . .
for Political Science Departments
SEE DENOYER-GEPPERT CATALOG NUMBER 61
POLITICAL MAPS, pages 29-32 HISTORICAL MAPS, pages 44-55

Also write for Circular G50c W Q R l D H | S T O R y M A p s p a g e $ U 4 ?

ECONOMICS MAPS, page 40
STRATEGIC AREA MAPS, page 41

TRANSPORTATION MAPS, pages 34, 40
PHYSICAL MAPS, pages 11-24 M U E W I W MAPS, pages 12, 13

COMMUNICATIONS MAPS, pages 34, FOREIGN-TEXT MAPS, Write for Cata-
40 log FM61.

ALSO ATLASES, Geographic, Historical, Reference, and GLOBES, Physical, Political,
Relief

Write for NEW Catalogs 61 and FM61, and a copy of Brochure PS 100, "Using Maps
in Political Science Instruction" by Prof. A. A. Jordan Jr. of the Social Studies Dept.,
U. S. Military Academy. Please use your institutional stationery.

DENOYER-GEPPERT COMPANY
Publisher • Importer! • Exporters • Map Mounter*

Maps • G/obes • Charts • Atlases • Pictures
5235 Ravenswood Avenue • Chicago 40, Illinois

T T J T 7 A XTXT A I Q o f T h e American Academy of
IJTlJC A l M I N A J L o Political and Social Science

bi-monthly journal devoted to the discussion of political, social and economic
problems. Presents a symposium on the progress of east-west competition in

areas of conflict, as the July 1961 issue.

Is International Communism Winning?
Edited by DR. JAMES C. CHARLESWORTH, President, The American

Academy of Political and Social Science

• Propaganda and Economic Aid
• Cohesiveness and Internal Strength

• Western Military Strength and Security
• The Uncommitted Countries

• The United Nations

• United States World Policy
t

J For full information write to: Single Copies

3937 Chestnut Street $2.00 Nonmembers
* ...J Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania SI.50 Members
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Doubleday books for class use and for
supplementary reading

A HISTORY OF THE COLD WAR
John Lukacs. An illuminating description of
the origins and developments of the cold war
up to the summer of 1961, and a historical
analysis of the greater movements of the Ameri-
can and Russian peoples—their societies, ideas,
nations and empires, and aspirations. "This
book is brilliant . . . Mr. Lukacs is penetrating,
provocative, and scintillating . . . I should like
to recommend it to all serious-minded Ameri-
cans." —c. L. SULZBERGER, N.Y. Times
Book Review Cloth bound, $3.95

THE CIVIL WAR IN AMERICA
Alan Barker. A fresh, concise account of the
origins and significance of the Civil War, which
underlines how much America's present politi-
cal climate has been influenced by that war.
"Mr. Barker has (written his book) in such a
way as to win himself a place in a select com-
pany of distinguished British interpreters of
American history and politics."

RICHARD HOFSTADTER

Cloth bound, $2.95; Anchor paperback, 954

TO BE A POLITICIAN
(New, revised edition)
Stimson Bullitt. Reflections on politics as a pro-
fession, the motives that impel men to seek
public office, and the conduct of campaigns.
"This brilliant and original book should become
a small political classic."

ARTHUR M. SCHLESINGER, JR.

Anchor paperback, 954

THE NEW SCIENCE OF
GIAMBATTISTA VICO
Translated from the Third Edition by Thomas
Goddard Bergin and Max Harold Fisch;
abridged and revised with a new introduction.
In the words of the editors, "one of the few
works of original genius in the entire history of
social theory . . . the most impressive and most
interesting attempt prior to Comte at a com-
prehensive picture of human society."

Anchor paperback, $1.45

Please mention T H E AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW when writing to advertisers

SOCIETY, MANNERS, AND POLITICS
IN THE UNITED STATES
Michael Chevalier. Edited by John Williams
Ward. Unavailable for many years, this account
by a French engineer, a follower of Saint-
Simon, who visited the United States in 1833-
35, is unusual in its concrete observations on
the symbolic role of politics in the young coun-
try, and in its perception that America's me-
chanical genius would promote a "real, positive,
and practical liberty."

Anchor Original paperback, $1.45

THE SEARCH FOR DEMOCRACY:
A Documentary Record of the
American Republic

Edited by Harry Kirwin. A collection of the
historical documents—speeches, declarations,
charters—behind great episodes of American
history from Columbus and the Mayflower to
N.A.T.O. and the Nuclear Age.

Dolphin paperback, $1.45

REFLECTIONS ON THE REVOLUTION
IN FRANCE & THE RIGHTS OF MAN
Edmund Burke & Thomas Paine. Two classics
in one volume—Burke's attack on the French
Revolution, a masterpiece of political analysis,
and Paine's defense of man's natural rights, a
brilliant refutation.

Dolphin paperback, $1.45

At all booksellers,

or direct from

Doubleday & Co., Inc.
Garden City, N.Y.
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THE EMERGING NATIONS
Their Growth and United States Policy

Edited by Max F. Millikan, Director, and Donald L. M. Blackmer, Assistant
Director, Center for International Studies, M.I.T. Contributing Authors: Ever-
ett E. Hagen, Daniel Lerner, Ithiel de Sola Pool, Lucian W. Pye, Paul N.
Rosenstein-Rodan, Walt Whitman Rostow, Francis M. Bator, Richard S.
Eckaus. A description and analysis of the economic, political and social
changes now going on in the underdeveloped countries and their implications
for American policy. Based on material originated for the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee and prepared especially for college use. In paper; Spring,
1961; 5 x 8 ; 171 pages; $2.50.

THE UNITED NATIONS
and U.S. Foreign Policy
by Lincoln P. Bloomfield,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

A fresh analysis of the U.N. from the standpoint of American foreign policy.
The author comes to grips explicitly with the meaning of national interest
(long and short term goals and strategies) and measures the U.N. against these
requirements. The record and prospects of the U.N. are examined as they
bear on each aspect of American world objectives—political, military, eco-
nomic and social. Scholarly but lucid the material constitutes important read-
ing for all those interested in American foreign policy, the U.N., world organ-
izations and International Relations. In paper; 5 x 8 ; 276 pages; $2.50.

POLITICS AND VISION
Continuity and Innovation in Western Political Thought

by Sheldon S. Wolin,
University of California at Berkeley

A text or supplementary reader for courses in political theory, offering new
interpretations of major writers and movements in political thought and
philosophy from the Greeks to the organization man. It evaluates the general
character of political philosophy, the concerns of its major theorists and inno-
vations that have marked its development. 6 ^ x 9%; 529 pages; $7.95.

Boston Toronto SINCE 1837
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The Galleon Series in Economics, History, Philosophy and
Political Science

$u&L Out
THE CONFLICT SOCIETY: Reaction and Revolution in

Latin America
By KALMAN H. SILVERT, Tulane University

The Conflict Society attempts to breathe order into the complex $7.50
events of social change in today's Latin America LC 61-12686

THE BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS, A British View:
The Journal of Major C. R. FORREST $2.00

Hugh F. Rankin, Editor LC 6113685

EXTRADITION TO AND FROM CANADA, By G. V. LA FOREST
A comprehensive treatment of Canadian law and practice in interna- $6.50

tional and inter-Commonwealth extradition. LC 61-7029

dhcsmJL

$4.75
LC 60-12512

$6.50
LC 60-11021

$4.50
LC 59-15941

$7.00
LC 59-12404

$5.50
LC 58-16327

THE CATHOLIC VOTE, By JOHN H. FENTON
"This competent study is written without bias, and constitutes a reliable

exposition of a problem of great topicality at the present time."
The Book Exchange (London)

U. S. COMMERCIAL TREATIES AND
INTERNATIONAL LAW, By ROBERT R. WILSON
". . . an authoritative contribution to the literature on treaty law . . ."

American Political Science Review

CONTEMPT OF CONGRESS, By CARL BECK
"A masterful organization of material . . . essential for any law library

with pretention to adequacy." Law Library Journal

Wartime Origins of the East-West
DILEMMA OVER GERMANY, By JOHN L. SNELL

"His account of the development of United States policy is the fullest
and most painstaking currently available." Journal of Politics

POLITICS IN THE BORDER STATES, By JOHN H. FENTON
". . . excellent example of the combination of historical, statistical, and

interviewing techniques in the study of state politics." Public Admin-
istration Review

CbailablsL
A Distinguished Text

AN INTRODUCTION TO
PEIRCE'S PHILOSOPHY, By JAMES K. FEIBLEMAN

THE HAUSER PRESS
720 POYDRAS ST.

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA
Please mention THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW wlien writing to advertisers

$7.00
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APSA CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

Summer, 1962

The Association is pleased to announce that during the summer of
1962, it will again be sponsoring charter flights to Europe.

In view of the experience this year, the Association plans to sponsor
two flights again—one for the entire summer (approximately mid-June
to early September), and one for the month of August. It now appears
likely that the planes will be either jets or turbo-props and the per person
cost will be under $300.00 for the round-trip flight.

While final announcements will be out by early October, those wish-
ing to tentatively reserve space on either flight may do so by sending
$100.00 (per seat) deposits to the Association. If this is done, please
designate whether space is desired on the "long" or "short" flight.

INDIAN JOURNAL OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Official Organ of the Indian Institute

of

Public Administration, New Delhi
(Published quarterly since Jan. 1955)

Subscription: Annual: Rs. 10 or £1

Single Copy: Rs. 2.50 or 5s.

For fuller information and subscription, please write to: The Administrative
Officer, Indian Institute of Public Administration, Indraprastha Estate, Ring
Road, New Delhi-1.

Phase mention THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SCIENCE REVIEW xvhen writing to advertisers
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UNIVERSITY PRESS

Intervention and the War
Volume I of "Anglo-Soviet Relations, 1917-1921"
By Richard H. Ullman

This first volume carefully delineates how British policy was actually made during the
first twelve months of troubled Anglo-Soviet relations, the tragic misunderstandings and
desperate hopes of the British in the year before the Armistice, how the British government
received, interpreted, and related its information to the general strategy of the war and to
relations with Allied and Associated Powers. As diplomacy failed, British forces found them-
selves fighting not only in North Russia but in the Caucasus and on the frontiers of India.—
The second volume, to be published later, will cover the story to 1921.

364 pages. $7.50

Mussolini's Enemies: The Italian
Anti-Fascist Resistance
By Charles F. Delzell

The story of the long underground struggle against Benito Mussolini's Fascist dictatorship
is revealed in this book. Anti-Fascism in Italy was never the monopoly of a single class or
party; most of the militant leadership came from the ranks of the proscribed leftist political
parties, outlawed labor organizations, stifled journalists, harried professional men, and dis-
missed academicians. Mr. Delzell traces their activities from the parliamentary crisis of June,
1924 through the coup of July, 1943 that replaced Mussolini with a royal dictatorship, to the
reconstruction of Italy in 1946. 592 pages. $12.50

Deterrence and Defense
By Glenn H. Snyder

In the literature of diplomacy and military strategy, there has long been a gulf between
the concepts of deterrence and defense. Glenn Snyder bridges this gulf, offering a systematic
analysis of the two ideas, with the aim of integrating them in a framework of theory. He
proposes criteria for making rational decisions in national security policy and deals with the
critical issue of the balance between deterrence of, and defense against, military attacks.
The author augments the scattered literature on the subject with original contributions on
this increasingly important facet of international relations.

308 pages. Charts. Tables. $6.50

Order from your bookstore, or

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS
Princeton, New Jersey
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Outstanding texts

Cases in State and Local
Government
by RICHARD T. FROST, Princeton University

1961 384 pp. Text price: $3.95

A Mexican Interest Group in Action
by MERLE KLING, University of Illinois

April 1961 Text price: $3.95

Today's Isms, 3rd ed.
by WILLIAM EBENSTEIN, Princeton University

April 1961 Text price: $2.95

American Government:
The Clash of Issues
edited by JAMES BURKHART, Stevens College;
HENRY BUSH, Wayne State University; RAYMOND
L. LEE, State Teachers College, Indiana, Pennsyl-
vania; and SAMUEL KRISLOV, University of Okla-
homa

1960 442 pp. Text price: $3.95

Government by the People, 4th ed.
by JAMES M. BURNS, Williams College, and JACK
W. PELTASON, University of Illinois
National Edition, 1960 816 pp. Text price: $7.75
National, State & Local Edition, 1960

960 pp. Text price: $7.95

Teaching Government with Burns' and Peltason's
Government by the People, 4th ed., teacher's manual
to accompany the text by Lucius J. Barker, University
of Wisconsin

1960 202 pp. Free on adoption (Restricted)

for approval copies, write: Box 903, Dept. AN

PRENTICE-HALL, Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
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Mongkut, the King of Siam
By ABBOT LOW MOFFAT,

THIS is an engaging portrait of one of
the great Asian rulers of the nineteenth
century, who set the course that pre-
served his country's independence and
enabled it to remain the only country in
Southeast Asia never to fall under Euro-
pean domination. It is not a conventional
biography of King Mongkut nor a his-

U. S. Department of State

tory of his reign; rather, the author

sketches the man in his many facets,

furnishing a factual outline but applying

the color from Mongkut's own writings,

and from other contemporary sources.

Many of these appear in English for the

first time.
272 pages, iUus., $3.75

Iceland, Reluctant Ally
By DONALD E. NUECHTERLEIN, U. S. Information Service

THIS valuable book probes into the cir- The author, who served as press of-
cumstances surrounding each important ficer in the United States Embassy in

decision made by Iceland after 1940 af-
fecting the security of the country and
determines the basic factors which have
caused the ups and downs in United
States-Icelandic defense relations.

Reykjavik made extensive use of public
documents and of personal discussions
with political leaders in Iceland and with
observers of the Icelandic political scene.

237 pages, map, $4.50

And still in continuous demand—

Parties and Politics in America
By CLINTON ROSSITER, Cornell University

"PROFESSOR ROSSITER has sue- enlivening, clarity of thought and depth
ceeded remarkably well in covering the
principal features of the American two-
party system in 200 pages. If compact-
ness helps to explain his success in being

of understanding help to explain his suc-
cess in being both broad and incisive in
treatment."—American Political Science

Review. 212 pages, paper, $1.65

CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS
Ithaca, New York
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Decentralization of Authority
in a Bureaucracy

The Choice of Wage Comparisons

In the Social Sciences, these two dissertations
are the winners in the Ford Foundation's sec-
ond annual Doctoral Dissertation Competition
in Business Administration and Related Disci-
plines.

DR. BERNARD H. BAUM'S Decentralization of Authority in a Bureaucracy
examines human behavior under a program of decentralization of authority
in the Federal Civil Service. Through observation, analysis of records, and
interviews, actual behavior is compared with norms as prescribed in
official statements. Dr. Baum's thesis was in conjunction with his study
in the Department of Sociology at the University of Chicago.

DR. MARTIN PATCHEN'S The Choice of Wage Comparisons is a study of
the types of comparisons workers make in deciding whether they are sat-
isfied with wages. Using interviews with a sample of oil refinery employees,
he relates workers' characteristics to their tendency to make wage compari-
sons favorable or unfavorable to themselves. Dr. Patchen's winning thesis
was part of his study in the Department of Social Psychology at The
University of Michigan.

These winners, and those in related areas, under-
score the Ford Foundation's conviction that many
disciplines, including fields in the Social Sciences,
can make important contributions to rigorous
business research. The competition is intended to
provide widespread recognition for distinguished
doctoral research in business administration and
the disciplines underlying this profession.

Other winners of the 1959-60 award:
Marketing in an Underdeveloped Economy: The North Indian
Sugar Industry
Leon V. Hirsch, Graduate School of Business Administration,
Harvard University.
A Heuristic Program for Assembly Line Balancing
Fred M. Tonge, Graduate School of Industrial Administration,
Carnegie Institute of Technology.
The Distribution of Automobiles, An Economic Analysis of the
Franchise System
Bedros Peter Pashigian, Department of Economics, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.

A special educational price is available for teachers, students, and educational
libraries — $1.00 per copy on PREPAID ORDERS ONLY.
Orders that are not prepaid will be billed at $4.50 per copy. This price is also
applicable to the general public. All books will be sent postpaid. Address your
order to: Box 903

Prentice-Hall, Inc. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
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